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here are a few video clips showing how the logixpro plc
simulator can be used to practice the plc programming
language used to write ladder logic, rslogix 500 logic

programming. there is a model of a conveyor belt and the
output from the light switches that are part of it. i've

input the program that switches the lights on and off as
the conveyor belt moves. the simulation runs and the
lights on and off in sync with the conveyor belt. we've

had requests for the fully-functional unit. here are some
snapshots of what it does. you can load a s-record file
that is rslogix 500 ladder logic program. there's a large

palette of choices for doing things that you wouldn't want
to do on a real plc. it can control motors, fans, lights,

motors, solenoids, valves, etc. most of the focus of this
software is on explaining logic programming. there is a
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small rtos used to run the software and a simulation for
each of the plc's you can purchase. we'll be adding more

as we go along. there's a large button for typing
commands in the plc language. i've added an input from
a light switch and motor. when the light switch is on, the
motor moves left. when the light switch is off, the motor
moves right. the simulation is running and you can see
the output from the light switch. there's also an input to

make both motors stop, which effectively stops the
conveyor belt. try it out! the beauty of our simulators is
that you can run them in your home, and take out your
plc if you like. our simulator runs in a limited mode that

allows you to run it without wasting time, in an ideal
environment (the home), with basic realizations as to how

a plc works.
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3.1 introduction to allen-bradley controllogix plc this
document describes an application using allen-bradley

controllogix plc with mgate 5105-mb-eip. in this
application, allen-bradley controllogix plc is used to get

input data that mgate 5105-mb-eip polls from the
temperature meter through modbus register. allen-

bradley controllogix plc evaluates the temperature value
and outputs data to mgate 5105-mb-eip, which then uses

the data to control speed. 3.2 system overview the
following figure shows a system architecture in which the

modbus end devices, powerflex 4m and iaqpoint2, are
connected to the serial port on mgate 5105-mb-eip

through rs-485-2w wiring. mgate 5105-mb-eip and pc
(running rslogix 5000) are connected to ethernet switch

ports on allen-bradley controllogix plc. a fan is connected
to powerflex 4m, which powers the fan. a plctrainer gui is

now available in the downloads section of our website.
you will find a gui file: logixpro_plc_trainer_qt.zip that
contains the latest version of the plctrainer program.

(right-click, save target as plc trainer gui for a demo of an
earlier demo version of the plctrainer. the purchased
version is win 10, 7, 8, and xp compatible.) this is a
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demonstration of the logixpro 500 plc simulator, a
training platform designed to simulate allen bradley

rslogix programming. a plc (programmable logic
controller) is a small computer that is designed to control
motors, solenoids, and other actuators in a coherent way

to successfully automate a process. plcs use a form of
programming known as ladder logic which uses input

from switches and other devices (analog and digital) to
control the output devices. i wrote the program for this

simulation and recorded a video of the results.
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